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ABSTRACT6

After years of null results in the search for dark matter, a different prospective might be required7

beyond the standard WIMP paradigm. We present a cascade theory to estimate dark matter particle8

mass, size, density, and many other properties. A comparison with the hydrodynamic turbulence is9

presented to reveal the unique features for the flow of dark matter. There exists an inverse mass and10

energy cascade from small to large scales to facilitate structure formation. A scale-independent rate11

of energy cascade εu ≈ −4.6× 10−7m2/s3 is identified. The energy cascade leads to a two-thirds law12

for pairwise velocity and a four-thirds law for halo core density and scale radius. Both scaling laws13

can be directly confirmed by N-body simulations and galaxy rotational curves. For the simplest case14

with only gravity involved and no viscosity, scaling laws can be extended down to the smallest scale,15

where quantum effects become important. Combining the rate of energy cascade εu, Planck constant16

ℏ, and gravitational constant G on the smallest scale, the mass of dark matter particles is found to be17

0.9× 1012GeV with a size around 3× 10−13m. Since the mass scale mX is only weakly dependent on18

εu as mX ∝ (−εuℏ5/G4)1/9, the estimation of mX should be pretty robust for a wide range of possible19

values of εu. If gravity is the only interaction and dark matter is fully collisionless, mass of 1012GeV20

is required to produce the given rate of energy cascade εu. In other words, if mass has a different21

value, there must be some new interaction beyond gravity. This work suggests a heavy dark matter22

scenario produced in the early universe (∼ 10−14s) with a mass much greater than WIMPs. Potential23

extension to self-interacting dark matter is also presented.24
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1. INTRODUCTION26

The existence of dark matter (DM) is supported by27

numerous astronomical observations. The most strik-28

ing indications come from the dynamical motions of as-29

tronomical objects. The flat rotation curves of spiral30

galaxies point to the existence of galactic dark matter31

haloes with a total mass much greater than luminous32

matter (Rubin & Ford 1970; Rubin et al. 1980). The33

Planck measurements of the cosmic microwave back-34

ground (CMB) anisotropies concludes that the amount35

of dark matter is about 5.3 times that of baryonic mat-36

ter based on the standard ΛCDM cosmology (Aghanim37

et al. 2021).38
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Though the nature of dark matter is still unclear, it39

is often assumed to be a thermal relic, weakly inter-40

acting massive particles (WIMPs) that were in local41

equilibrium in the early universe (Steigman & Turner42

1985). These thermal relics freeze out as the reaction43

rate becomes comparable with the expansion of uni-44

verse. The self-annihilation cross section required by the45

right DM abundance is on the same order as the typical46

electroweak cross section, in alignment with the super-47

symmetric extensions of the standard model (”WIMP48

miracle”) (Jungman et al. 1996). The mass of thermal49

WIMPs ranges from a few GeV to hundreds GeV with50

the unitarity argument giving an upper bound of several51

hundred TeV (Griest & Kamionkowski 1990). However,52

no conclusive signals have been detected in either direct53

or indirect searches for thermal WIMPs in that range54

of mass. This hints that different thinking might be55

required beyond the standard WIMP paradigm.56
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This paper introduces a possible perspective that is57

based on fully understanding the flow behavior of dark58

matter on both large and small scales. Dark matter59

particle properties might be inferred by consistently ex-60

tending the established laws for dark matter flow down61

to the smallest scales, below which the quantum effects62

become dominant. This extension follows a ”top-down”63

approach. A classic example is the coupling of the virial64

theorem with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle for elec-65

trons,66

e2

4πε0re
= mev

2
e and mevere = ℏ, (1)67

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ℏ is the reduced68

Planck constant, e is the elementary charge, me is the69

electron mass, and re is the radius of orbit.70

This coupling leads to the result for electron velocity71

ve in the first circular orbit of Bohr atomic model. If Eq.72

(1) is unknown, by treating ε0, e, and ℏ as fundamental73

physical constants on the atomic scale, a simple dimen-74

sional analysis reveals the electron velocity ve ∝ e2/ε0ℏ.75

With Eq. (1), a more accurate result for ve can be ob-76

tained along with the Sommerfeld’s interpretation of the77

fine structure constant α (c is the speed of light),78

ve =
e2

4πε0ℏ
and α =

ve
c

=
e2

4πε0ℏc
≈ 1

137
. (2)79

This example inspires some of our thinking to apply80

similar dimensional analysis and ”top-down” approach81

for dark matter properties. However, dark matter is82

special. It is widely believed that dark matter is cold83

(non-relativistic), collisionless, dissipationless (optically84

dark), non-baryonic, and barely interacting with bary-85

onic matter except through gravity. In addition, dark86

matter must be sufficiently smooth on large scales with87

a fluid-like behavior that is best described by a self-88

gravitating collisionless fluid dynamics (SG-CFD). A89

complete understanding of the nature of dark matter90

flow may provide key insights into the properties of dark91

matter particles.92

At first glimpse, both SG-CFD and hydrodynamic93

turbulence contain the same essential ingredients, i.e.94

randomness, nonlinearity, and multiscale nature (Xu95

2022a). This suggests a quick revisit of some fundamen-96

tal ideas of turbulence, a long-standing unresolved prob-97

lem in classical physics. Turbulence is ubiquitous in na-98

ture. In particular, homogeneous isotropic incompress-99

ible turbulence has been well-studied for many decades100

(Taylor 1935, 1938; de Karman & Howarth 1938; Batch-101

elor 1953). Turbulence consists of a random collection of102

eddies (building blocks of turbulence) on different length103

scales that are interacting with each other and dynami-104

cally changing in space and time. The classical picture of105
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Figure 1. Schematic plot of the direct energy cascade in
turbulence and the inverse mass and energy cascade in dark
matter flow. Haloes merge with single mergers to facilitate
a continuous mass and energy cascade to large scales. Scale-
independent mass flux εm and energy flux εu are expected
for haloes smaller than a characteristic mass scale (i.e. the
propagation range corresponding to the inertial range for tur-
bulence). Mass cascaded from small scales is consumed to
grow haloes at scales above the characteristic mass (the de-
position range similar to the dissipation range in turbulence),
where mass and energy flux become scale-dependent.

turbulence is an eddy-mediated cascade process, where106

kinetic energy of large eddies feeds smaller eddies, which107

feeds even smaller eddies, and so on to the smallest scale108

η where viscous dissipation is dominant (see Fig. 1).109

The direct energy cascade can be best described by a110

poem (Richardson 1922):111

”Big whirls have little whirls, That feed on their velocity;

And little whirls have lesser whirls, And so on to viscosity.”

Provided the Reynolds number is high enough, there112

exists a range of length scales where the viscous force113

is negligible and the inertial force is dominant (inertial114

range). The rate ε (unit:m2/s3) of energy passing down115

the cascade is scale-independent in the inertial range and116

related to eddy velocity u and scale l as ε ∝ u3/l. This117

rate matches exactly the rate of energy dissipation due118

to viscosity ν on small scale. The inertial range extends119

down to the smallest (Kolmogorov) scale η, below which120

is the dissipation range (Fig. 1). The smallest length121

scale of inertial range η = (ν3/ε)1/4 (shown in Fig. 1)122

is determined by ε and viscosity ν. While direct energy123

cascade is a dominant feature for 3D turbulence, there124

exists a range of scales over which energy is transferred125

from small to large length scales in 2D turbulence, i.e.126

an inverse energy cascade (Kraichnan 1967).127

For the inertial range of turbulence with a constant128

energy flux ε, a universal form is established for the129

mth order longitudinal velocity structure function (Kol-130

mogorov 1962) (ormth moments of the pairwise velocity131

in cosmology terms),132

Slp
m (r) =

〈(
u

′

L − uL

)m〉
= βmεm/3rm/3 (3)133
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and for second order moment with m=2,134

Slp
2 (r) = β2ε

2/3r2/3

ε =
(Slp

2 /β2)
3/2

r
=

u2

r/u
=

u3

r

(4)135

with β2 ≈ 2 for m=2, where u
′

L and uL are two lon-136

gitudinal velocities (see Fig. 3 for the definition) and137

r is the scale of separation. Here u = (Slp
2 /β2)

1/2 is138

eddy’s characteristic speed. Equation (4) describes the139

cascade of kinetic energy u2 to smaller eddies in a typ-140

ical turnaround time r/u. Does this simple scaling also141

apply to dark matter flow? how does this enhance our142

understanding of dark matter properties? These are the143

critical questions we will try to answer in this paper.144

Flow of dark matter exhibits different behavior due145

to its collisionless and long-range interaction nature.146

First, the long-range gravity requires a broad spectrum147

of haloes to be formed to maximize the system entropy.148

Haloes facilitate an inverse mass cascade that is ab-149

sent in hydrodynamic turbulence. The highly localized150

haloes are a major manifestation of nonlinear gravita-151

tional collapse (Neyman & Scott 1952; Cooray & Sheth152

2002). As the building blocks of SG-CFD (counterpart153

to ”eddies” in turbulence), the halo-mediated inverse154

mass cascade is a local, two-way, and asymmetric pro-155

cess in mass space. Haloes pass their mass onto larger156

and larger haloes, until halo mass growth becomes dom-157

inant over mass propagation. Consequently, there is a158

continuous cascade of mass from smaller to larger mass159

scales with a rate of mass transfer εm independent of160

mass scale in a certain range (propagation range in Fig.161

1)). From this description, mass cascade can be de-162

scribed similarly with ”eddies” (or ”whirls”) simply re-163

placed by ”haloes”:164

”Little haloes have big haloes, That feed on their mass;

And big haloes have greater haloes, And so on to growth.”

Second, both turbulence and dark matter flow are165

non-equilibrium systems that can never reach a final166

equilibrium. Both flows involve an constant energy cas-167

cade εu in certain range of scales. The mass/energy168

cascade is an intermediate statistically steady state for169

non-equilibrium systems to continuously maximize sys-170

tem entropy while evolving towards the limiting equi-171

librium. Both SG-CFD and 2D turbulence exhibit an172

inverse (kinetic) energy cascade, while 3D turbulence173

possesses a direct energy cascade (Fig. 1).174

Finally, while viscous dissipation is the only mecha-175

nism to dissipate the kinetic energy in turbulence, it is176

not present in collisionless dark matter flow. Without177

a viscous force, there is no dissipation range in SG-178

CFD and the smallest length scale of inertial range is179

not limited by viscosity. This unique feature of dark180

matter flow enables us to extend the scale-independent181

constant εu down to the smallest scale, where quantum182

effects become important, if there are no other known183

interactions or forces involved except gravity. In ad-184

dition, kinetic energy in collisionless dark matter flow185

cannot be dissipated without a viscous force. The linear186

increase of system kinetic energy with time can be used187

to estimate the constant rate of cascade εu (see Eq.188

(6)). In this paper, we will identify relevant physical189

laws and apply them for dark matter properties.190

191

2. CONSTANT RATE OF ENERGY CASCADE192

The basic dynamics of dark mater flow follows from193

the collisionless Boltzmann equations (CBE) (Mo et al.194

2010). Alternatively, particle-based gravitational N-195

body simulations are widely used to study the dynamics196

of dark matter flow (Peebles 1980). The simulation data197

for this work was generated from N-body simulations198

carried out by the Virgo consortium. A comprehensive199

description of the simulation data can be found in (Frenk200

et al. 2000; Jenkins et al. 1998). The current work fo-201

cuses on matter-dominant simulations with Ω0 = 1 and202

cosmological constant Λ = 0. This set of simulation data203

has been widely used in studies such as clustering statis-204

tics (Jenkins et al. 1998), the formation of halo clusters205

in large scale environments (Colberg et al. 1999), and206

testing models for halo abundance and mass functions207

(Sheth et al. 2001).208

When a self-gravitating system in expanding back-209

ground is concerned, the evolution of system energy can210

be described by a cosmic energy equation (Irvine 1961;211

Layzer 1963),212

∂Ey

∂t
+H (2Kp + Py) = 0, (5)213

which is a manifestation of energy conservation in ex-214

panding background. Here Kp is the specific (pecu-215

liar) kinetic energy, Py is the specific potential energy in216

physical coordinate, Ey = Kp + Py is the total energy,217

H = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter, a is the scale factor.218

The cosmic energy equation (5) admits a linear solu-219

tion of Kp ∝ t and Py ∝ t (Fig. 2) such that a constant220

rate of energy cascade εu can be defined fromKp = −εut221

or Py = 7εut/5,222

εu = −Kp

t
= −3

2

u2

t
= −3

2

u2
0

t0
≈ −4.6× 10−7m

2

s3
, (6)223

where u0 ≡ u (t = t0) ≈ 354.6km/s is the one-224

dimensional velocity dispersion of dark matter particles225

from simulation, and t0 is the physical time at present226
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Figure 2. The time variation of specific kinetic and poten-
tial energies from N -body simulation. Both exhibit power-
law scaling with scale factor a, i.e. Kp (a) ∝ a3/2 ∝ t and
Py (a) ∝ a3/2 ∝ t. The proportional constant εu can be
estimated in Eq. (6).

epoch. The constant εu has a physical meaning as the227

rate of energy cascade across different scales that is fa-228

cilitated by the inverse mass cascade. The existence of229

a negative εu < 0 reflects the inverse cascade from small230

to large scales that can be confirmed by galaxy rotation231

curves (Fig. 8).232

3. TWO-THIRDS LAW FROM SIMULATION233

Different types of statistical measures are traditionally234

used to characterize the turbulent flow, i.e. the correla-235

tion functions, structure functions, and power spectrum.236

In this paper, we focus on the structure functions that237

describe how energy is distributed and transferred across238

different length scales. In N-body simulations, for a pair239

of particles at locations x and x
′
with velocity u and240

u
′
, the second order longitudinal structure function Slp

2241

(pairwise velocity dispersion in cosmology terms) reads242

Slp
2 (r, a) =

〈
(∆uL)

2
〉
=

〈(
u

′

L − uL

)2
〉
, (7)243

where uL = u · r̂ and u
′

L = u
′ · r̂ are two longitudinal244

velocities. The distance r ≡ |r| = |x′ − x| and the unit245

vector r̂ = r/r (see Fig. 3).246

For a given scale r, all particle pairs with the same247

separation r can be identified from the simulation. The248

particle position and velocity data were recorded to com-249

pute the structure function in Eq. (7) by averaging that250

quantity over all pairs with the same separation r (pair-251

wise average). Figure 4 presents the variation of Slp
2252

with scale r at different redshift z = 1/a− 1, while Fig-253

ure 5 plots the variation of ⟨u2
L⟩ (the variance of uL)254

Figure 3. Sketch of longitudinal and transverse velocities,
where uT and u

′
T are transverse velocities at two locations

x and x
′
. uL and u

′
L are two longitudinal velocities.
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Figure 4. The variation of second order longitudinal struc-
ture function with scale r and redshift z. The structure func-
tion Slp

2 (pairwise velocity dispersion) is normalized by ve-
locity dispersion u2. Two limits lim

r→0
Slp
2 = lim

r→∞
Slp
2 = 2u2

can be identified on small and large scales.

with scale r. There exist limits lim
r→0

Slp
2 = lim

r→∞
Slp
2 = 2u2

255

because the correlation coefficient ρL between uL and u
′

L256

has a limit lim
r→0

ρL = 1/2 on small scale and lim
r→∞

ρL = 0257

on large scale. Therefore, we should have (see Fig. 5)258

lim
r→0

〈
u2
L

〉
= lim

r→0

〈
u

′2
L

〉
= 2lim

r→0

〈
uLu

′

L

〉
= 2u2

and

lim
r→∞

〈
u2
L

〉
= lim

r→∞

〈
u

′2
L

〉
= u2,

(8)259

where lim
r→0

⟨uLu
′

L⟩ = lim
r→0

ρL⟨u2
L⟩ = u2. By contrast,260

⟨u2
L⟩ = u2 on all scales for incompressible hydrodynamic261

turbulence.262

The original scaling law for incompressible flow postu-263

lates that Slp
2 ∝ ε2/3r2/3 in the inertial range (Eq. (4)),264

where the effect of viscosity is negligible in inertial range265

(Kolmogoroff 1941). Here ε is the rate of energy dissipa-266

tion for direct energy cascade from large to small length267
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Figure 5. The variation of longitudinal velocity dispersion
with scale r and redshift z. The longitudinal dispersion ⟨u2

L⟩
is normalized by velocity dispersion u2 of entire system. Two
limits lim

r→0
⟨u2

L⟩ = 2u2 and lim
r→∞

⟨u2
L⟩ = u2 can be identified on

small and large scales. By contrast, ⟨u2
L⟩ = u2 on all scales

for incompressible hydrodynamic turbulence.

sales in Fig. 1. Figure 4 clearly tells us that the original268

scaling law in Eq. (3) is not valid for dark matter flow269

due to its collisionless nature. However, a new scaling270

law can be established (two-thirds law in Eq. (9)).271

First, halo cores should be incompressible due to the272

stable clustering hypothesis, i.e. no net stream motion in273

proper coordinate along halo radial direction such that274

the proper velocity of dark matter is incompressible on275

small scales. This prediction hints to a similar scal-276

ing law might exist for dark matter flow. Second, just277

like the hydrodynamic turbulence, energy cascade with278

a constant rate εu also exists in dark matter flow, but279

in an opposite direction. Therefore, it would be reason-280

able to expect the second order structure function Slp
2 is281

related to εu in some way, but different from Eq. (4).282283

In hydrodynamic turbulence, the structure function284

lim
r→0

Slp
2 = 0 with lim

r→0
ρL = 1 because of the viscous285

force. However, in dark matter flow, the small-scale286

limit lim
r→0

Slp
2 = 2u2 ̸= 0 due to the collisionless na-287

ture (Fig. 4). Instead, a reduced structure function288

Slp
2r = Slp

2 − 2u2 can be constructed with the same limit289

lim
r→0

Slp
2r = 0 as that in turbulence. This is a simple290

”renormalization” to deal with the non-vanishing pair-291

wise velocity dispersion at r = 0 in collisionless system.292

Pair of particles with a small separation r is more293

likely from the same halo (two particles in the same294

halo), while different pairs can be from different haloes295

of different size (see Fig. 6). The original pairwise dis-296

persion Slp
2 represents the total kinetic energy of par-297
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Figure 6. On small scale r, pair of particles is likely from
the same halo. Different pairs can be from haloes of different
size. The kinetic energy of entire halo (2u2) is relatively
independent of halo mass. The reduced structure function
Slp
2r = Slp

2 − 2u2 represents the portion of kinetic energy (v2r)
that is cascaded across scales with a constant rate εu.
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Figure 7. The variation of reduced structure function with
scale r and redshift z. Structure function is normalized by
velocity dispersion u2. A two-thirds law Slp

2r ∝ (−εu)
2/3 r2/3

can be identified on small scale below a length scale rl =
−u3

0/εu, when inverse energy cascade is established with a
constant energy flux εu < 0. The model from Eq. (9) is also
presented for comparison.

ticle pairs on scale r including the kinetic energy both298

from the relative motion of particle pairs and from the299

halo that particle pair resides in. The reduced structure300

function Slp
2r = Slp

2 − 2u2 represents only the kinetic en-301

ergy v2r from the relative motion of two particles. This302

description indicates that Slp
2r should be determined by303

and only by εu (unit: m2/s3), scale r, and gravitational304

constant G. By a simple dimensional analysis, the re-305

duced structure function Slp
2r must follow a two-thirds306

law for small r, i.e. Slp
2r ∝ v2r ∝ (−εu)

2/3
r2/3.307

Figure 7 plots the variation of reduced structure func-308

tion Slp
2r with scale r at different redshifts z from N-309

body simulation. The range with Slp
2r ∝ r2/3 can be310

clearly identified below a length scale rl = −u3
0/εu.311
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This range is formed along with the formation of haloes312

and the establishment of inverse energy cascade. As ex-313

pected, the reduced structure function quickly converges314

to Slp
2r ∝ (−εu)

2/3r2/3 with time. The second order re-315

duced longitudinal structure function on small scale now316

reads (normalized by a3/2 ∝ t)317

Slp
2r (r) /a

3/2 = β∗
2(−εu)

2/3
r2/3 ∝ v2r . (9)318

The length scale rl (size of the largest halo in propaga-319

tion range) is determined by u0 and εu (see Fig. 8)320

rl = −u3
0

εu
=

4

9

u0

H0
=

2

3
u0t0 ≈ 1.57Mpc/h. (10)321

The proportional constant β∗
2 ≈ 9.5 can be found from322

Fig. 7, where model (9) is also presented for comparison.323

The higher order structure functions can be similarly324

studied. We can demonstrate that all even order reduced325

structure functions in Eq. (7) follow the two-thirds law326

⟨(∆uL)
2n⟩ ∝ r2/3, while odd order structure functions327

⟨(∆uL)
2n+1⟩ ∝ r on small scale. Results for high order328

structure functions are completely different from that of329

hydrodynamic turbulence in Eq. (3).330

4. FOUR-THIRDS LAW FROM ROTATION331

CURVES332

The two-thirds law on small scale (Eq. (9)) is vali-333

dated by N-body simulations in Fig. 7. Now we will334

look for observational evidence of energy cascade and335

universal scaling laws. The two-thirds law can be equiv-336

alently written as (see Eq. (9))337 (
2v2r/r

)
vr = 2v2r/ (r/vr) = (−λuεu) , (11)338

where λu is just a dimensionless numerical constant on339

the order of unity. Equation (11) describes the cascade340

of kinetic energy with a constant rate εu in halo core341

region (r ≤ rs, where rs is the halo scale radius). The342

kinetic energy v2r on scale r is cascaded to large scale343

during a turnaround time of tr = r/vr, with both v2r344

and halo size rs increasing with time.345

Combining Eq. (11) with the virial theorem Gmr/r ∝346

v2r on scale r, we can easily obtain the mass scale mr347

(mass enclosed within r), density scale ρr (mean halo348

density enclosed within r), velocity scale vr (circular ve-349

locity at r), and time tr, all determined by constants εu,350

G, and the scale r:351

mr = αrε
2/3
u G−1r5/3 , ρr = βrε

2/3
u G−1r−4/3,

vr ∝ (−εur)
1/3 , tr ∝ (−εu)

−1/3r2/3,
(12)352

where αr and βr are two numerical constants. Among353

these universal scaling laws, the four-thirds law ρr(r) ∝354
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Figure 8. The four-thirds law compared against actual data
from galaxy rotation curves. Good agreement confirms the
existence of inverse energy cascade with a constant rate εu.
The self-interacting dark matter model with a cross-section
σ/m leads to the smallest structure with a size rη and a
maximum density ρη determined by εu, G, and σ/m (Table
1), below which no coherent structure can exist. The largest
scale rl is determined by the dispersion u0 and εu (Eq. (10)).

r−4/3 for mean mass density enclosed with scale r can be355

directly compared against the data from galaxy rotation356

curves (see Fig. 8).357

Important information for dark matter haloes can be358

extracted from galaxy rotation curves by decomposing359

them into contributions from different mass components.360

Once the halo density model is selected, the scale radius361

rs and mean density ρs within rs can be rigorously ob-362

tained by fitting to the decomposed rotation curve. In363

this work, for pseudo-isothermal (pISO) (Adams et al.364

2014) and NFW density models (Navarro et al. 1997),365

three sources of galaxy rotation curves are used to ex-366

tract rs and ρs,367

1. SPARC (Spitzer Photometry & Accurate Rota-368

tion Curves) including 175 late-type galaxies (Lelli369

et al. 2016; Li et al. 2020);370

2. DMS (DiskMass Survey) including 30 spiral galax-371

ies (Martinsson et al. 2013);372

3. SOFUE (compiled by Sofue) with 43 galaxies (So-373

fue 2016).374

Figure 8 presents the variation of halo core density ρs375

with scale rs obtained from rotation curves (symbols).376

The four-thirds law (Eq. (12)) is also plotted (thick line)377

with constants βr = 1.26 or αr = 5.28 obtained from378

these data. From this figure, dark matter haloes follow379

the four-thirds law across six orders with a tight scatter.380
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This plot, again, confirms the existence of a constant381

rate of cascade εu for haloes with rs < rl. The scatter382

of data might be because of the spatial intermittence of383

εu that is dependent on local environment.384

5. DARK MATTER PARTICLE PROPERTIES385

Since viscosity is absent in fully collisionless dark mat-386

ter flow, the scale-independent constant rate of energy387

cascade εu in Eq. (6) should extend down to the small-388

est scale where quantum effects become important. As-389

suming gravity is the only interaction between unknown390

dark matter particles (traditionally denoted by X ), the391

dominant physical constants on that scale are the (re-392

duced) Planck constant ℏ, the gravitational constant G,393

and the rate of energy cascade εu. Other physical quan-394

tities can be easily found by a simple dimensional anal-395

ysis (similar to the electron example in Eq. (2)). Two396

examples are the critical mass and length scales,397

mX =
(
−εuℏ5/G4

) 1
9 (13)398

and399

lX = (−Gℏ/εu)
1
3 . (14)400

The two-thirds law (or the four-thirds law) identified401

in dark matter flow (Fig. 7) should also extend down to402

the smallest length scale if only gravity is present with-403

out any other known interactions. Just like the ”top-404

down” approach for electron example coupling the virial405

theorem with uncertainty principle in Eq. (1), a refined406

treatment to couple relevant laws on the smallest scale407

may offer more complete solutions than a simple dimen-408

sional analysis. Let’s consider two X particles on the409

smallest scale with a separation r = lX in the rest frame410

of center of mass. We have411

mXVX · lX/2 = ℏ, (15)412

413 2V 3
X/lX = aX · vX = −λuεu, (16)414

415 GmX/lX = 2V 2
X , (17)416

where Eq. (15) is from the uncertainty principle for mo-417

mentum and position if X particles exhibit the wave-418

particle duality. Equation (16) is the ”uncertainty” prin-419

ciple for particle acceleration and velocity due to scale-420

independent energy flux εu, which is also the two-thirds421

law in Eq. (11). The last Eq. (17) is from the virial422

theorem for potential and kinetic energy.423

Finally, with the following values for three constants424

εu = −4.6× 10−7m2/s3,

ℏ = 1.05× 10−34kg ·m2/s,

G = 6.67× 10−11m3/
(
kg · s2

)
,

(18)425

complete solutions of Eqs. (15)-(17) are (λu = 1)426

lX =

(
− 2Gℏ
λuεu

) 1
3

= 3.12× 10−13m,

tX =
lX
VX

=

(
−32G2ℏ2

λ5
uε

5
u

) 1
9

= 7.51× 10−7s,

(19)427

428

mX =

(
−256λuεuℏ5

G4

) 1
9

= 1.62× 10−15kg

= 0.90× 1012GeV,

(20)429

430

VX =

(
λ2
uε

2
uℏG
4

) 1
9

= 4.16× 10−7m/s,

aX =

(
−4λ7

uε
7
u

ℏG

) 1
9

= 1.11m/s2.

(21)431

The time scale tX is close to the characteristic time432

for weak interactions (10−6 ∼ 10−10s), while the length433

scale lX is greater than the characteristic range of434

strong interaction (∼ 10−15m) and weak interaction435

(∼ 10−18m). By assuming a scale-independent rate of436

energy cascade εu down to the smallest scale, we can de-437

termine all relevant properties for dark matter particles.438

The ”thermally averaged cross section” of X par-439

ticle is around l2XVX = 4 × 10−32m3/s. This is on440

the same order as the cross section required for the441

correct abundance of today via a thermal production442

(”WIMP miracle”), where ⟨σv⟩ ≈ 3×10−32m3s−1. The443

”cross section σ/m” for X particle is around l2X/mX =444

6× 10−11m2/kg, which is effectively collisionless.445

In addition, a new constant µX can be introduced,446

µX = mXaX · VX = FX · VX = −mXεu

=

(
−256ε10u ℏ5

G4

) 1
9

= 7.44× 10−22kg ·m2/s3
(22)447

which is a different representation of εu. In other words,448

the fundamental physical constants on the smallest scale449

can be ℏ, G, and the power constant µX . An en-450

ergy scale is set by µXtX/4 = ℏ/tX =
√
ℏµX/2 =451

0.87 × 10−9eV for the possible dark matter annihila-452

tion or decay, much smaller than the Rydberg energy453

(the ionization energy of hydrogen atom) of 13.6 eV.454

Finally, a quantum interpretation for Eqs. (16) or455

(22), if any, should be very insightful. The relevant mass456

density is around mX/l3X ≈ 5.33 × 1022kg/m3, much457

larger than the nuclear density that is on the order of458

1017kg/m3. The pressure scale459

PX =
mXaX
l2X

=
8ℏ2

mX
ρ
5/3
nX = 1.84× 1010Pa (23)460

sets the highest pressure or the possible ”degeneracy”461

pressure of dark matter that stops further gravitational462
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collapse. Equation (23) is an analogue of the degeneracy463

pressure of ideal Fermi gas, where ρnX = l−3
X is the464

particle number density.465

With today’s dark matter density around 2.2 ×466

10−27kg/m3 and local density 7.2 × 10−22kg/m3, the467

mean separation between X particles is about lu ≈468

104m in entire universe and lc ≈ 130m locally. If uni-469

verse is always matter dominant, X particle should be470

produced at a time tp same as tX ∼ 10−7s in Eq. (19)471

because the period of haloes approximates the time that472

halo is formed. A better estimation is to use the scale473

factor ap = lX/lu ≈ 3 × 10−17 to estimate the time474

tp ≈ a2p/(2H0

√
Ωrad) = 2× 10−14s with radiation frac-475

tion Ωrad ≈ 10−4 (radiation dominant). This points to476

an early production of X particles during inflationary477

and electroweak epoch.478

The mass scale we predict is around 0.9 × 1012GeV479

(Eq. (20)). This is well beyond the mass range of stan-480

dard thermal WIMPs, but in the range of nonthermal481

relics, the so-called super heavy dark matter (SHDM).482

Our prediction is not dependent on the exact produc-483

tion mechanism of dark matter. One example mech-484

anism can be the gravitational particle production in485

quintessential inflation (Ford 1987; Haro & Saló 2019;486

Peebles & Vilenkin 1999). The nonthermal relics from487

gravitational production do not have to be in the lo-488

cal equilibrium in early universe or obey the unitar-489

ity bounds for thermal WIMPs. To have the right490

abundance generated during inflation, these nonthermal491

relics should have a mass range between 1012 and 1013492

GeV (Chung et al. 1999; Kolb & Long 2017). The other493

possible superheavy dark mater candidate is the cryp-494

ton in string or M theory with a mass around 1012Gev495

to give the right abundance (Ellis et al. 1990; Benakli496

et al. 1999). Our prediction of dark matter particle mass497

seems in good agreement with both theories. Potential498

direct and indirect detection of ultra-heavy dark matter499

was also discussed in the literature (Carney et al. 2022;500

Blanco et al. 2022).501

To have the right abundance of dark matter at the502

present epoch, SHDM must be stable with a lifetime503

much greater than the age of universe. In the first504

scenario, if X particles directly decay or annihilate505

into standard model particles, the products could be506

detected indirectly. The decay of SHDM particles507

could be the source of ultra-high energy cosmic rays508

(UHECR) above the Greisen-Zatzepin-Kuzmin cut-off509

(Greisen 1966). Constraints on the mass and lifetime510

of SHDM can be obtained from the absence of ultra-511

high-energy photons and cosmic ray (Anchordoqui et al.512

2021). For a given mass scale of 1012GeV , the lifetime513

is expected to be τX ≥ 5 × 1022yr. In addition, if in-514

stantons are responsible for the decay, lifetime can be515

estimated by (Anchordoqui et al. 2021)516

τX ≈ ℏe1/αX

mXc2
, (24)517

where αX is a coupling constant on the scale of the in-518

teraction considered. With the lifetime τX ≥ 5×1022yr,519

the coupling constant should satisfy αX ≤ 1/152.8 from520

Eq. (24).521

For comparison, a different (second) scenario can be522

proposed. There can be a slow decay for X particle523

with an energy on the order of ℏ/tX . In this slow decay524

scenario, the lifetime it takes for a complete decay of a525

single X particle can be estimated as,526

τX =
mXc2

µX
= − c2

εu
≈ ℏe1/αX

mXc2
, (25)527

where τX ≈ 2×1023s = 6.2×1015yr is also much greater528

than the age of our universe, but shorter than the life-529

time in the first scenario. The coupling constant is esti-530

mated as αX ≈ 1/136.85.531

6. SELF-INTERACTING DARK MATTER532

Note that the mass scalemX is only weakly dependent533

on εu as mX ∝ ε
1/9
u (Eq. (20)) such that the estimation534

of mX should be pretty robust for a wide range of pos-535

sible values of εu. A small change in mX requires huge536

change in εu. Unless gravity is not the only interaction,537

the uncertainty in predicted mX should be small. In538

other words, if our estimation of εu (Eq. (6)) is accu-539

rate and gravity is the only interaction on the smallest540

scale, it seems not possible for dark matter particle with541

any mass far below 1012GeV to produce the given rate542

of energy cascade εu. If mass has a different value, there543

must be some new interaction beyond gravity. This can544

be the self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) model pro-545

posed as a potential solution for ”cusp-core” problem546

(Spergel & Steinhardt 2000).547

For self-interacting dark matter, a key parameter548

is the cross section σ/m (in unit: m2/kg) of self-549

interaction that can be constrained by various astro-550

physical observations. Self-interaction introduces an ad-551

ditional scale, below which the self-interaction is domi-552

nant over gravity to suppress all small-scale structures553

and two-thirds law is no longer valid. In this case, the554

dark matter particle properties can be obtained only if555

the nature and dominant constants of self-interaction is556

known. The lowest scale for two-thirds law is related557

to three constants in principle, i.e. the rate of energy558

cascade εu, the gravitational constant G, and the cross559

section σ/m. In other words, the cross section might be560

estimated if the scale of the smallest structure is known.561
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Table 1. Physical scales for the flow of dark matter

Scales Fully collisionless Self-interacting

Length lX = (−2Gℏ/εu)1/3 rη = ε2uG
−3(σ/m)3

Time tX =
(
−32G2ℏ2/ε5u

)1/9
tη = εuG

−2(σ/m)2

Mass mX =
(
−256εuℏ5/G4

)1/9
mη = ε4uG

−6(σ/m)5

Density ρX =
(
ε10u ℏ−4/G13

)1/9
ρη = ε−2

u G3(σ/m)−4

Taking the value of σ/m = 0.01m2/kg used for cosmo-562

logical SIDM simulation to reproduce the right halo core563

size and central density (Rocha et al. 2013), Table 1 lists564

the relevant quantities on the smallest scale for both col-565

lisionless and self-interacting dark matter (also plotted566

in Fig. 8). More insights can be obtained by extending567

the current statistical analysis to self-interacting dark568

matter flow simulations.569

7. CONCLUSIONS570

The theory of energy cascade is proposed for dark mat-571

ter flow to identify dark matter properties. The energy572

cascade leads to a two-thirds law for pairwise velocity573

or a four-thirds law for halo core density and scale ra-574

dius. Both can be confirmed by N-body simulations and575

galaxy rotation curves. Since viscosity is not present and576

if gravity is the only interaction, established scaling laws577

can be extended to the smallest scale, where quantum578

effects become important. The dominant constants on579

that scale include a constant rate of energy cascade εu,580

the Planck constant ℏ, and gravitational constant G.581

Applying the dimensional analysis or the ”top-down”582

approach, dark matter particles are found to have a mass583

around 0.9×1012GeV and a size around 3.12×10−13m,584

along with many other important properties postulated.585

Potential extension to self-interacting dark matter is also586

discussed with relevant scales estimated for given cross587

section σ/m.588

DATA AVAILABILITY589

Two datasets for this article, i.e. a halo-based and590

correlation-based statistics of dark matter flow, are591

available on Zenodo (Xu 2022b,c), along with the ac-592

companying presentation ”A comparative study of dark593

matter flow & hydrodynamic turbulence and its applica-594

tions” (Xu 2022a). All data are also available on GitHub595

(Xu 2022d).596
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